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Abstract
In multi-participant postings, as in online chat
conversations, several conversations or topic
threads may take place concurrently. This
leads to difficulties for readers reviewing the
postings in not only following discussions but
also in quickly identifying their essence. A
two-step process, disentanglement of inter-
leaved posts followed by summarization of
each thread, addresses the issue, but disen-
tanglement errors are propagated to the sum-
marization step, degrading the overall perfor-
mance. To address this, we propose an end-
to-end trainable encoder-decoder network for
summarizing interleaved posts. The inter-
leaved posts are encoded hierarchically, i.e.,
word-to-word (words in a post) followed by
post-to-post (posts in a channel). The de-
coder also generates summaries hierarchically,
thread-to-thread (generate thread representa-
tions) followed by word-to-word (i.e., gener-
ate summary words). Additionally, we pro-
pose a hierarchical attention mechanism for in-
terleaved text. Overall, our end-to-end train-
able hierarchical framework enhances perfor-
mance over a sequence to sequence framework
by 8% on a synthetic interleaved texts dataset.
1 Introduction
Interleaved texts are becoming more common with
new ways of working and new forms of commu-
nication, e.g., multi-author entries for activity re-
ports, meeting minutes and social media conver-
sations, such as Slack. Quickly getting a sense of
or following the content of different threads in in-
terleaved texts, where posts belonging to different
threads occur in one sequence, is often difficult.
An example of two threads with multiple posts in-
terleaved to form a sequence is:
Post1-Thread1 → Post1-Thread2 →
Post2-Thread1 → Post3-Thread1 →
Post2-Thread2→ Post3-Thread2
This intermingling leads to difficulties in not only
following discussions but also in retrieving their
essence. In conversation disentanglement, inter-
leaved posts are grouped by the thread; e.g., the
previous example could be rearranged as:
Post1-Thread1 → Post2-Thread1 →
Post3-Thread1
Post1-Thread2 → Post2-Thread2 →
Post3-Thread2
In analyzing interleaved texts, Shang et al.
(2018) went a step further and proposed summa-
rization of the interleaved texts. They designed
an unsupervised two-step system and evaluated
the system on meeting texts. In the first step,
a conversation disentanglement component disen-
tangles the texts thread-wise. Then, in the sec-
ond step, a multi-sentence compression compo-
nent compresses the thread-wise posts to single
sentence summaries. However, this system has a
major disadvantage, in that the disentanglement
obtained through either supervised (Jiang et al.,
2018) or unsupervised (Wang and Oard, 2009)
methods propagate its errors to the downstream
summarization task, and thus, degrades the over-
all performance.
We aim to tackle this issue of error propagation
through an end-to-end trainable encoder-decoder
system that takes a variable length input, e.g., in-
terleaved texts, processes it and generates a vari-
able length output, e.g., a multi-sentence sum-
mary; see Figure 1 for an illustration. An end-to-
end system eliminates the disentanglement com-
ponent, and thus, the error propagation.
The encoder first performs word-to-word en-
coding to embed each post, followed by post-to-
post encoding to embed the overall content of the
posts and represent the discourse structure of the
interleaved texts. The decoder has a thread-to-
thread decoder to generate a representation for
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Figure 1: 7 interleaved posts are implicitly disentan-
gled into 3 threads, and single sentence summaries are
generated for each thread. Posts are outlined with col-
ors corresponding the color of each summary.
each thread, and the thread representation is given
to a word-to-word decoder to generate a summary
sentence. We also propose to use hierarchical at-
tention similar to Nallapati et al. (2017), but in-
stead of computing sentence-level attention at ev-
ery word, attentions are only computed when de-
coding new sentences. Further, the attention net-
works are trained end-to-end.
Despite the availability of a multitude of real-
world interleaved texts, a major challenge to train
encoder-decoder models is the lack of labels (sum-
maries). As labeling is difficult and expensive
(Barker et al., 2016; Aker et al., 2016; Verberne
et al., 2018), we synthesize a corpus by mixing
texts and associated summaries from a corpus of
documents, where the mixed text has a structure
reflective of a multi-party conversation with inter-
leaved threads and the summary highlights the in-
formation in the threads. We find abstracts and ti-
tles of randomized controlled trial (RCT) articles,
a PubMed corpus, fit for the purpose.
To summarize, our contributions are threefold:
• We propose to combine a hierarchical en-
coder and decoder to obtain multi-sentence
summaries of interleaved texts.
• We propose a novel hierarchical attention
mechanism that is integrated with the hi-
erarchical encoder-decoder architecture and
which equips the decoder to disentangle the
interleaving further.
• We use a synthetic dataset to verify the ideas
and show our end-to-end trainable architec-
ture addresses not only the issue of error-
propagation observed in competitive methods
but also improves the performance.
2 Related Work
Quite often multi-party conversations, e.g. news
comments, social media conversation and activity
report, have tens of posts discussing several dif-
ferent matters pertaining to a subject. Ma et al.
(2012); Aker et al. (2016); Shang et al. (2018) de-
signed methodologies to summarize posts in order
to provide an overview on the discussed matters.
They broadly follow the same approach: cluster
the posts and then extract a summary from each
cluster.
There are two kinds of summarization: abstrac-
tive and extractive. In abstractive summarization,
the model utilizes a corpus level vocabulary and
generates novel sentences as the summary, while
extractive models extract or rearrange the source
words as the summary. Abstractive models based
on neural sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) (Rush
et al., 2015) proved to generate summaries with
higher ROUGE scores than the feature-based ab-
stractive models. Integration of attention into
seq2seq (Bahdanau et al., 2014) led to further ad-
vancement of abstractive summarization (Nallap-
ati et al., 2016; Chopra et al., 2016).
There are many possible patterns of organiza-
tion of the information in texts, e.g., chronologi-
cal pattern. News articles have an inverted pyra-
mid pattern, i.e., core information in the lead sen-
tences and the extra information in later sentences.
A seq2seq model is appropriate for summarization
of a news article as it encodes and decodes sequen-
tially. However, in interleaved texts, related in-
formation maybe separated; thus a seq2seq model
may be competent but not sufficient.
Li et al. (2015) proposed an encoder-decoder
(auto-encoder) model that utilizes a hierarchy of
networks: word-to-word followed by sentence-
to-sentence. Their model is better at capturing
the underlying structure than a vanilla sequential
encoder-decoder model (seq2seq). Krause et al.
(2017); Jing et al. (2018) showed multi-sentence
captioning of an image through a decoder based on
a hierarchical Recurrent Neural Network (RNN),
topic-to-topic followed by word-to-word, is better
than seq2seq.
These works suggest a hierarchical encoder,
with word-to-word encoding followed by post-to-
post, will better recognize the dispersed informa-
tion in interleaved texts. Similarly, a hierarchi-
cal decoder, thread-to-thread followed by word-to-
word, will intrinsically disentangle the posts, and
therefore, generate more appropriate summaries.
Nallapati et al. (2016) devised a hierarchi-
cal attention mechanism for a seq2seq model,
where two levels of attention distributions over the
source, i.e., sentence and word, are computed at
every step of the word decoding. Based on the sen-
tence attentions, the word attentions are rescaled.
Hsu et al. (2018) slightly simplified this mecha-
nism and computed the sentence attention only at
the first step. Our hierarchical attention is more
intuitive and computes new sentence attentions for
every new summary sentence, and unlike Hsu et al.
(2018), is trained end-to-end .
3 Model
Problem Statement
We aim to design a system that when given a se-
quence of posts, C = 〈P1, . . . ,P|C |〉, produces a
sequence of summaries, T = 〈S1, . . . ,S|T |〉. For
simplicity and clarity, unless otherwise noted, we
will use lowercase italics for variables, uppercase
italics for sequences, lowercase bold for vectors
and uppercase bold for matrices.
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed hierarchical
encoder-decoder framework. In the framework,
first, a low-level, word-to-word encoder converts
a sequence of words in a post, Pj , to a se-
quence of representations, Hj = 〈hj0, . . . ,hj|Pj |〉.
Subsequently, a top-level, post-to-post encoder
converts those representations, 〈H0, . . . ,H|C |〉,
to a sequence of top-level post representations
〈m1, . . . ,m|C |〉. These encoded representations
are then passed to the decoder, which utilizes a
top-level, thread-to-thread, decoder to disentan-
gle them into a sequence of thread representa-
tions 〈s1, . . . , s|T |〉. Finally, a low-level, word-
to-word, decoder takes a thread representation
si and generates a sequence of summary words
〈wi1, . . . ,wi|Si|〉.
The maximum number of posts in a sequence
of interleaved texts is denoted by n and threads
by m. We limit the number of words in posts and
summaries to fixed lengths by either truncating or
padding, and denote them by p and q respectively.
The hidden states of the encoder and decoder have
dimensionality l.
3.1 Encoder
The hierarchical encoder used in Figure 2 is
based on Nallapati et al. (2017), where word-to-
word and post-to-post encoders are bi-directional
LSTMs. We refer to Nallapati et al. (2017) for fur-
ther details.
3.2 Decoder
Two major decoding approaches have been uti-
lized in multi-sentence image captioning. Jing
et al. (2018) and Krause et al. (2017) use a top-
level RNN, such as thread-to-thread in our case,
that takes an image representation and computes
topic representations, and a low-level RNN, such
as word-to-word in our case, that takes those
topic representations and generates sentences cor-
responding to them. However, a major issue with
their systems is the repetition of some of the sen-
tences in a multi-sentence caption. To address this
issue, Xue et al. (2018) proposed a top-level net-
work instead of an RNN, that at each step not only
takes an image but also an encoded representa-
tion of the previously generated caption sentence
and then computes a topic representation. In sum-
mary, Jing et al. (2018) and Krause et al. (2017)
use a top-level decoder which keeps track of its
regions to generate a new topics, while Xue et al.
(2018) uses a top-level decoder which takes feed-
back from the low-level decoder to generate a new
topic.
We implement and experiment with both types
of decodings, but apply it to text input. We refer
to the former as threadLSTM and latter as feed-
backLSTM. For details, refer to Jing et al. (2018);
Krause et al. (2017); Xue et al. (2018). As our
input is interleaved texts rather than images, there
are a few fundamental changes in the decoders that
will be described below.
3.2.1 threadLSTM
As discussed, the threadLSTM is hierarchical, in
which the top level is a thread-to-thread decoder
(Dt2t) and the low level is a word-to-word decoder
(Dw2w) (see the right side in Figure 2).
A thread-to-thread decoder is a unidirectional
LSTM (fDt2t) with its initial state hDt2t0 set with
the feedforward-mapped conversation vector c′.
The input to the single layer feedforward is the
Figure 2: Hierarchical encoder-decoder architecture.
last state of the post-to-post encoder. At any step
i of the decoder, a sequence of attention weights,
〈βi0, . . . , βin〉, corresponding to the post represen-
tations, 〈m0, . . . ,mn〉, are computed utilizing the
previous state, hDt2ti−1 :
eij = top attn(hDt2ti−1 ,mj) (1)
βij = σ(eij) (2)
where top attn is a single layer feedforward that
aligns the previous state hDt2ti−1 to a post represen-
tation mj and a sigmoid over the resulting value
computes an attention weight βij . The left-hand
side in Figure 3 depicts the process.
Figure 3: A step in the thread-to-thread decoder.
A weighted representation of the posts (crossed
blue circle) is then computed: 1n
∑n
j=1 βijmj , and
used as the next input to LSTM fDt2t , which then
uses the previous state and this input to compute
the next state hDt2ti .
The current state hDt2ti is passed through a sin-
gle layer feedforward network and a distribution
over STOP=1 and CONTINUE=0 is computed:
pSTOPi = σ(g
(
hDt2ti
)
) (3)
where g is a feedforward network. In Figure 3, the
process is depicted by a pink circle. The thread-
to-thread decoder keeps decoding until pSTOPi is
greater than 0.5.
Additionally, the current state hDt2ti is passed
through another single layer feedforward network
k followed by tanh activation to compute the
threads representation si = tanh(k
(
hDt2ti
)
)
Given a thread representation si, the word-to-
word decoder generates a summary for the thread.
Our word-to-word decoder is based on Bahdanau
et al. (2014). It is a unidirectional attentional
LSTM (fDw2w ); see the right-hand side of Fig-
ure 2. We refer to Bahdanau et al. (2014) for fur-
ther details.
3.2.2 feedbackLSTM
The Xue et al. (2018) top-level decoder has a sep-
arate LSTM that runs over the words of the previ-
ously generated sentence in order to obtain a feed-
back signal for a newer topic; however, the same
feedback signal could also be attained by utilizing
the last hidden state of the low-level decoder that
generated the previous sentence. This removes the
overhead of running an extra LSTM, and there-
fore, speeds up the training. Thus, we use the
last hidden state hDw2wi−1· of unidirectional word-
to-word ran on the previously generated summary
to compute a thread representation, si. Overall,
converting a threadLSTM to a feedbackLSTM re-
quires removal of the thread-to-thread decoder and
replacing Eq. 1 with Eq. 4.
eij = top attn(u(hDw2wi−1q ),mj) (4)
where, u is a single layer feed-forward net-
work. Since there is no thread-to-thread de-
coder, the top-level attentions, β·, is computed
using Eq. 4 and consequently the weighted av-
erage is passed through a feed-forward net-
work to compute a thread representation si =
tanh(k
(
1
n
∑n
j=1 βijmj
)
)
The word-to-word decoder remains the same as
the word-to-word decoder of Section 3.2.1. De-
coding of summaries stops when the summary
contains only the dummy 〈END〉 (End Of Sum-
mary).
3.3 Hierarchical Attention
Our novel dynamic hierarchical attention is appli-
cable to hierarchical decoding and is indifferent
to encoding methodologies. The attention mech-
anism reutilizes the higher level attentions, β, that
are computed while obtaining a thread represen-
tation, s, and scales the lower level attentions, α,
that are computed while generating a word, y, of a
summary, S ; see Figure 4.
Figure 4: Hierarchical attention mechanism for a hier-
archical encoder.
In case of a hierarchical encoder, attention
weights, αj·, computed while decoding a word,
yj , utilize the post-level attentions, β. Thus, the
new word level attention weights, αˆj·, are com-
puted as below:
αˆjtk =
βt × exp(ejtk)∑n
t=1 βt × (
∑p
k=1 exp(ejtk))
(5)
ejtk = attn(h
Dw2w
j−1 ,Ctk.) (6)
where ejtk is computed as in Eq. 6. C in Eq. 6 is
a word-to-word encoder representation matrix of
dimension n × p × 2l, and attn is a feedforward
network that aligns the current word decoder state
hDw2wj−1 with all n · p representation vectors in C.
In case of a sequential encoder, there is only one
encoder, i.e., a word-to-word encoder, and the re-
sulting word representation matrix, C, has a di-
mension of n · p × 2l. In Eq. 1, the decoder state
is aligned to a word representation, w·, instead of
a thread representation, and therefore, the result-
ing higher level attentions, β, is of size n · p. The
hierarchical attention uses these high-level word
attentions, β, for rescaling a low level attention:
αˆjk =
βk × exp(ejk)∑n·p
k=1 βk × exp(ejk)
(7)
3.4 Training Objective
We train our hierarchical encoder-decoder net-
work similarly to an attentive seq2seq model (Bah-
danau et al., 2014). Given a summary, Yi =
〈wi0, . . . ,wiq〉, our word-to-word decoder gener-
ates a target Yˆ = 〈yi0, . . . , yiq〉, with words from
a same vocabulary U . We train our model end-
to-end by minimizing the objective given in Eq. 8.
1
(n · q)
n∑
i=1
q∑
j=1
log pθ
(
yij |wi·<j ,C
)
(8)
4 Dataset
Obtaining labeled training data for conversation
summarization is challenging. The available ones
are either extractive (Verberne et al., 2018) or too
small (Barker et al., 2016; Anguera et al., 2012) to
train a neural model. To get around this issue and
verify the proposed architecture, we synthesized a
dataset by utilizing a corpus of conventional texts
for which summaries are available. The PubMed
corpus contains a type of article, i.e., randomized
controlled trials (RCT), where sentences in the ab-
stract are structured into sections and the title of
the article summarizes the information from these
sections (Dernoncourt and Lee, 2017). Thus, a
random interleaving of sentences from a few ab-
stracts roughly resembles interleaved texts, and
correspondingly interleaving of titles resembles its
multi-sentence summary. We devised an algo-
rithm for creating the synthetic interleaved texts;
see Algorithm. 1.
In Algorithm. 1, INTERLEAVE takes a set
of concatenated abstracts and titles, C =
〈A1;T1, . . . ,A|C|;T|C|〉, minimum, a, and maxi-
mum, b, number of abstracts to interleave, and
minimum, m, and maximum, n, number of sen-
tences in an abstract, and then returns a set
of concatenated interleaved texts and summaries.
WINDOW takes a sequence of texts, X, and returns
another sequence of texts, Y, of size |X |−wt + 1,
where w and t are window size and sliding step
respectively. window reuses elements of X, and
therefore, enlarges the corpus size. Notations U
refers to a uniform sampling, [·] to array indexing,
ADD to adding of elements and ; to concatenating.
Algorithm 1 Interleaving PubMed RCT abstracts
1: procedure INTERLEAVE(C, a, b,m, n)
2: Cˆ← WINDOW(C, w = b, t = 1)
3: Z← Array()
4: for i = 1 to |Cˆ| do
5: T′,A′ ← Array(), Array()
6: S←[1, . . ., b]
7: r ∼ U(a, b)
8: for j = 1 to r do . Selection
9: y← U(S)
10: A, T← Cˆ[j]
11: T′.ADD(T)
12: q ∼ U(m, n)
13: A′.ADD(A[1:q])
14: S← S\{y}
15: Tˆ, Iˆ← Array(), Array()
16: S←[1, . . ., r]
17: while True do . Interleaving
18: k← U(S)
19: if A′ [k] = = ∅ then:
20: if {j ∈ [1, . . . , r] | A′[j] 6= ∅} = = ∅ then:
21: return False . Sentences Exhausted
22: else:
23: Continue
24: I← Aˆ[k][1]
25: A′[k]← A′[k]\{I}
26: Iˆ.ADD(I)
27: T← T′[k]
28: if T 6∈ T′ then:
29: Tˆ.ADD(T)
30: Z.ADD(ˆI;Tˆ)
31: return Z
We vary INTERLEAVE parameters as below, and
create three different corpora for experiments:
• Easy: a=2, b=2, m=5 and n=5
• Medium: a=2, b=3, m=2 and n=5
• Hard: a=2, b=5, m=2 and n=5
Table 1 shows an example of a data instance in the
Hard Corpus.
RCT articles have MeSH descriptors1 that cate-
gorizes them into 16 categories. We use this infor-
mation to split the above corpora into Train, Val-
idation and Test. Training uses 14 categories and
one each is used for test and validation. We didn’t
do any hyper-parameter tuning; however, we use
validation for early stopping.
5 Experiments
Evaluation Metrics: we report ROUGE-1 (un-
igram), ROUGE-2 (bigram), and ROUGE-L
(longest-common substring) as the quantitative
evaluation of the models.
1https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/treeView
A2 media detective is a 10-lesson elementary school sub-
stance use prevention program developed on the basis of
the message . . .
A0 the primary purpose of this study was to conduct a ran-
domized effectiveness trial of multisystemic therapy for
child abuse and neglect. . .
A2 the purpose of this study was to conduct a short-term ,
randomized , controlled trial to evaluate the effectiveness
of media. . .
A0 eighty-six families being followed by child protective ser-
vices due to physical abuse were randomly assigned to
mst-can. . .
A2 elementary schools were randomly assigned to conditions
to either receive the media detective program ( n=344 ). . .
A1 this study describes the development and testing of a mul-
ticomponent media campaign aimed at increasing discus-
sions of alcohol. . .
...
T2 media literacy education for elementary school substance
use prevention : study of media detective .
T0 multisystemic therapy for child abuse and neglect : a ran-
domized effectiveness trial .
T1 description of a media campaign about alcohol use during
pregnancy .
Table 1: The top rows contain interleaving of 3 arti-
cles with 2 to 5 sentences, bottom rows contain Multi-
sentence Summary (3 interleaved titles).
Parameters: We initialized all weights, includ-
ing word embeddings, with a random normal dis-
tribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1.
The embedding vectors are of dimension 100. The
vocabulary size is limited to 8000. All hidden
states of the encoder and decoder in the models
are set to dimension 200. We pad short sequences
with a special token, 〈PAD〉. We use Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with an initial learning
rate of .0001 and batch size of 64 for training.
Texts are lowercased. In seq2seq experiments, the
number of steps in the source is limited to 650 and
the target to 75. For the word-to-word encoder, the
steps are limited to 30, while the steps in the word-
to-word decoder are limited to 15. The steps in
the post-to-post encoder and thread-to-thread de-
coder depend on the corpus type, e.g., Medium
has 15 steps in post-to-post and 3 steps in thread-
to-thread. Train, test and validation have approxi-
mately 290k, 6k and 1.5k instances, respectively.
5.1 Baseline
We reimplemented the Bahdanau et al. (2014)
seq2seq model, and evaluated it on a standard
task of news summarization. We use a popular,
CNN/DailyMail, dataset (Napoles et al., 2012),
with ≈300k training examples for the purpose.
We fetched the test set from See et al. (2017)
and report the results on it. The results are com-
pared with the seq2seq methods of Nallapati et al.
(Nallapati et al., 2016) and See et al. (See et al.,
2017). As our aim for this experiment is to demon-
strate the strength of the reimplementation, we set
the parameters to produce comparable results in
less computation time (2 days compared to others
weeks). Table 2 compares performances, and the
results indicate that our unenhanced implementa-
tion is competitive to the latter enhanced models.
Model Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
seq2seq (Nallapati et al.) 32.49 11.84 29.47
seq2seq (See et. al.) 31.33 11.81 28.83
seq2seq (Ours) 29.58 09.36 20.21
Table 2: Rouge F1 on the standard task of Abstractive
News Summarization (CNN/DailyMail). ”Ours” is a
reimplementation of Bahdanau et al. (2014).
We then take the implemented seq2seq model
and train and test it on the Easy corpus. We
also ran Shang et al. (2018)’s two-step system
on the test set of the Easy corpus. As the
Shang et al. (2018) system is unsupervised, it
doesn’t need training. Additionally, we also uti-
lized Shang et al. (2018)’s clustering component
to first cluster the interleaved texts of the cor-
pus, and then the disentangled corpus is used to
train the seq2seq model. We refer to the latter
as cluster→seq2seq. The performance compari-
son of Shang et al. (2018) and the two seq2seq
models are shown in Table 3. Clearly, seq2seq
performs better than Shang et al. (2018), the rea-
son being a seq2seq model trained on a sufficiently
large dataset is better at summarization than the
unsupervised sentence compression method. The
lower performance of cluster→seq2seq in com-
parison to seq2seq shows not only that a disentan-
glement component is unnecessary but also illus-
trates the error propagation of disentanglement to
summarization.
Model Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
Shang et al. (2018) 30.37 10.77 20.04
seq2seq 44.38 19.47 35.20
cluster→seq2seq 42.93 18.76 30.68
Table 3: Rouge F1-Scores for seq2seq models on the
Easy Corpus.
6 Seq2seq vs. hier2hier models
We then compare the three proposed hierarchi-
cal approaches against the seq-to-seq approach in
summarizing the interleaved texts by experiment-
ing on the Medium and Hard corpora. Table 4
shows the experimental results; clearly, an in-
crease in the complexity of interleaving reduces
the performances throughout the models, espe-
cially in Rouge-2 and Rouge-L by ≈ 0.5 points.
Further, Table 4 also shows the change in per-
formance with the change of encoder-decoder
components starting from seq2seq. Evidently, a
change of encoder from sequentially to hierarchi-
cally gives only a minor improvement, but the en-
hancement in the speed of training (≈ 2× with
a Tesla V100 GPU) with this change is very es-
sential, as often a sequential RNN model takes a
week to converge. A noticeable improvement is
observed on changing the decoder to hierarchical,
i.e., ≈ 2 Rouge points. However, the difference in
performance with the type of hierarchical decod-
ing, i.e., threadLSTM or feedbackLSTM, is minor.
Medium Corpus
Model Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
seq2seq 38.78 16.47 30.12
hier2seq 39.42 16.18 29.99
hier2hier tLSTM 41.33 17.10 32.14
hier2hier fLSTM 40.83 17.29 31.73
Hard Corpus
seq2seq 38.76 15.90 28.48
hier2seq 39.19 15.62 28.33
hier2hier tLSTM 41.21 16.30 30.13
hier2hier fLSTM 41.76 16.89 30.70
Table 4: Rouge F1-Scores of models on the Medium
and Hard Corpus. hier2hier tLSTM refers to hierar-
chical decoding using threadLSTM. hier2hier fLSTM
refers to hierarchical decoding using feedbackLSTM.
7 Hierarchical attention: with vs without
To understand the impact of hierarchical attention
on the hierarchical decoders, we perform an ab-
lation study of post-level attentions (β), and use
the Hard corpus for the experiments. The contri-
bution of the post-level attentions in a hierarchical
decoder is two-fold: computing the thread repre-
sentation and re scaling the word-level attentions.
In threadLSTM, the thread-to-thread decoder,
Dt2t, utilizes the post-level attention through its
input; see Section 3.2.1. Also, depending on en-
coder type, the word-level attentions in thread-
LSTM are rescaled either using Eq. 5 or Eq. 7.
In this ablation study, we assign 1 to β values, and
thereby, changing the input ofDt2t to 1n
∑n
j=1mj ,
and also word attention from αˆ (Eq. 5 or Eq. 7)
to default Bahdanau et al. (2014)’s α. In feed-
backLSTM, the ablation changes remain the same
Sequential Encoder
Model HAttn. Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
tLSTM
No 39.67 15.32 29.00
Yes 40.83 15.98 29.81
fLSTM
No 39.11 15.11 29.12
Yes 40.11 15.59 29.80
Hierarchical Encoder
tLSTM
No 38.49 14.76 28.63
Yes 41.21 16.3 30.13
fLSTM
No 38.45 14.77 28.21
Yes 41.76 16.89 30.70
Table 5: Rouge F1-Score of models on the Hard
Corpus. tLSTM refers to threadLSTM, fLSTM
to feedbackLSTM and HAttn to hierarchical atten-
tion. Under Sequential Encoder, *LSTM refers
to seq2hier *LSTM. Under Hierarchical Encoder,
*LSTM refers to hier2hier *LSTM.
as the threadLSTM except the network k comput-
ing thread representation now takes a simple aver-
age ( 1n
∑n
j=1mj) as the input.
Table 5 shows the performance comparison.
Clearly, models with hierarchical attention have
better performance than ones without. Moreover,
the enhancement in case of the hierarchical en-
coders is higher than the sequential ones as it in-
tegrates more appropriately to the hierarchical ar-
rangement of encoder information.
8 Discussion
Occurrence of interleaved texts is common; how-
ever, readers often don’t have the patience to wade
through them. Surveys have shown that sum-
marized contents are easy to consume, and thus,
many organization have begun displaying extrac-
tive summaries, content visualization or the com-
bination alongside the interleaved texts.2 How-
ever, while an extractive system selects topic-wise
high ranking posts, it may fail to capture the en-
tire argument corresponding to them. Instead, we
propose an end-to-end abstractive system which
not only evades error propagation but also hyper-
parameters tuning like thread size.
Table 6 shows an output of our hierarchical ab-
stractive system, in which interleaved texts and
generated multi-sentence summaries are in the top
and bottom respectively. Table 6 also shows the
top two indexes of the interleaved sentences that
the post-level attention (β) attends while generat-
ing those summaries. The system not only man-
ages to disentangle the interleaved texts but also
2http://resources.trustyou.com/c/wp-present-travel-
review-content?x=0MFT5U
Interleaved Texts
0
to study the effect of long-term , self-monitored exercise
on physical . . .
1
the objective was to evaluate the effect of high-flux
hemodialysis on. . .
2
seventeen women were randomly allocated to jog 2h/wk
for 4 months on. . .
3
. . . controlled trial was set up in 1985 to test the effect of
social. . .
4
the study was double-blind single cross-over with random
allocation to. . .
5
although leisure-time physical activity increased signifi-
cantly in. . .
6
although the effect of imagery perspectives , i.e . the pa-
tients were. . .
...
...
13
both the conventional and high-flux membranes were cel-
lulose acetate. . .
...
...
GroundTruth
• little effect of long-term , self-monitored exercise onserum lipid levels in middle-aged women .
•
effect of high-flux hemodialysis on quality of life and neu-
ropsychological function in chronic hemodialysis patients
.
• social intervention and the elderly : a randomized con-trolled trial .
• the effect of imagery perspectives on the psychophysio-logical responses to imagined exercise .
Generation
•
effects of physical fitness and exercise on physical fitness
and serum lipids of middle-aged females
0, 2
•
[UNK] hemodialysis : a double-blind , placebo-
controlled study .
1, 13
•
the effect of social intervention on [UNK] physical activ-
ity in elderly people living with dementia .
5, 3
• effects of imagery on [UNK] responses to exercise .6, 9
Table 6: Interleaved sentences of 4 articles, ground-
truth multi-sentence summary and hier2hier summary
generation. Indices of the top 2 sentences that were
attended (β) for the generation are in bold.
to generate appropriate abstractive summaries.
Meanwhile, β also provides explainability of the
output.
As interleaving in the table includes abstracts
from the same category, e.g. Physical Activities,
the interleaving is complex and approximates the
real-world conversations. Despite that, the end-to-
end hierarchical system tackles the task to a large
extent. The next, future stage in this research is
transfer learning of the hierarchical system to a
real world system.
9 Conclusion
We presented an end-to-end trainable hierarchical
encoder-decoder architecture which implicitly dis-
entangles interleaved texts and generates a multi-
sentence abstractive summary covering the text
threads. Furthermore, the architecture addresses
the error propagation issue that occurs in the two-
step architectures. Our proposed novel hierarchi-
cal attention further boosts both disentanglement
and summary generation.
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